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Think, create, and test
Adithi Muralidhar

T

his year, the National Science Day at Homi
Bhabha Centre for Science Education saw close
to 1500 visitors! Amongst an array of activities
that had been set up, the Design and Technology Lab put together a number
of activities aimed at sparking creative expression and gave visitors an opportunity to
think, make, and test. There were some “do-it yourself activities”, puzzles, illusions, and also a
section on robotics. The activities were aimed at popularizing design and technology by giving a flavour of
working with hands while using their imagination.
1. Creative expression: Bead-activity, making pictures from letters of the alphabet, making pictures from
fingerprints, craft work with scissors and coloured paper, Rangometry, making spoon puppets.
2. Do-it-yourself-activities: Making a skimmer,
static tissue, flying fish and balancing bird
(Arvind Gupta Toys).
3. Gallery walk: 3-D projection of car, Lego
building with windmill-model, star-puzzle,
unusual artefacts: Can you guess what these
things are? Paper art, bio inspired objects.
4. Robotics section: KMK DIY Robotic (Readymade) Kit, doodle bot, hydraulic arm (with
syringes), bot car.
5. Psychology activities: An activity to
demonstrate the interference in the reaction
time of a task, that is the stroop effect, and
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Students‛ speak…

Maths is numerology.

Science is very nice, very easy.
Design is made by human technology by his mind.
Without designing you cannot make proper model or
anything so designing is important.
Maths is a game!!!
Maths is only a headache, nothing more, but for
marks, “study”.
Design helps us to think creative!
Science is about discovering every second.
Maths is all about thinking!!
Design means creativity of life.
Technology is about innovations.
Technology is practicing science.
Technology helps us to ensure our future.
Science is everything, no compromise.
For Design, we need technology.
Science is very useful to us.
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among many other things.
Since they were given a free reign to create anything,
they went all out in creating some interesting
artefacts combining resources from different
tables. Their artefacts were displayed in the room
for all to see and appreciate.
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One of the youngest visitors
we had in our lab. He spent an
hour with his mother exploring
all the activities and artefacts
in the lab. We encouraged him
to explore the place even after
closing hours. His curiosity to
explore the Lego blocks was
contagious. He dismantled the
Lego building to see how the
windmill model worked and
even made an attempt to fix it
back the way it was!
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